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INTRODUCTION

By 1786, the 30-year-old Mozart was at the peak of his form. With his ‘Wunderkind’ years well behind him, he 

was performing with less showiness and more beauty than ever, and his operas and symphonic works were 

breaking exciting new ground. This was the year in which he wrote three piano concertos, including No. 23 in 

A, K488. In picking this as a prescribed work for its A level Area of Study 1, OCR is representing Mozart at his 

most peerless and inspiring.

The aim of this resource is to cover both the usual areas required for examination, as well as offering some 

more context that might provoke wider exploration beyond the prescribed work and enhance higher-level 

responses and comparative thinking in the listening exam. We will examine:

 � Context: the Classical concerto and period practice; Mozart’s early influences and his 27 piano concertos; 

his playing style on the fortepiano.

 � The three piano concertos of 1786 and their performance context.

 � Instrumentation and orchestral technique in K488.

 � Structure and approach to form, including a brief review of first two movements.

 � Analysis of the finale in detail, including observations on thematic development, harmonic interest, dynamic 

and timbral concerns.

CONTEXT

In this section we’ll set the scene for Mozart’s concerto style, seeing how it grew out of pre-Classical precedents 

and combined Mozart’s skills in other areas with those at the keyboard. Although he wrote splendid concertos 

for other wind and stringed instruments, the set he wrote for himself at the keyboard have achieved a special 

status in their own right, setting a new benchmark in the genre.

How did the Classical concerto evolve?

The Classical concerto consolidated and refined Baroque innovations in pitting a soloist or group of soloists 

against an orchestra. The Italian model was a short work in three movements, fast-slow-fast, and this overall 

design remained unaltered throughout the Classical period. The symphony and the quartet, meanwhile, 

accrued an extra movement (the minuet or scherzo) and the form of their movements was subjected to more 

experimentation, particularly by Beethoven.

By 1750, the concerto had already veered away from the concerto grosso format, with its group of soloists, 

ritornelli and particular textural arrangement, to a more pared-back design that favoured the prominence of a 

single soloist. The fireworks of the Baroque concertante style in both orchestral and operatic worlds still left 

an impression, with its florid runs and opportunities for virtuosic cadenzas improvised in the moment.

Mozart’s influences

While still a teenager, Mozart transcribed and rearranged several keyboard sonatas by one of JS Bach’s sons, 

Johann Christian. JC Bach was known for his grace and elegance (typical of the ‘style Galant’), with a distinct 

sense of proportion. His urbane, ‘London’ style is often contrasted against the wilder, ‘sensitive’ (‘Empfindsam’) 

style of his brother, Carl Philipp Emanuel, to whom Mozart later referred as ‘the father of us all’.
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One way of characterising Mozart’s piano concerto style is as a combination of these two influences: the 

elegant and the dramatic. Another is to look at his particular flair for opera and see his concertos as an 

extension of his writing for stage, with the soloist embodying the principles of an operatic aria. Certainly, 

there is much to compare between the lyricism of Mozart’s vocal arias and the melodic qualities of his solo 

instrumental lines, as well as their vivid characterisation. However, students should be wary of pressing the 

point. Mozart may well have been writing The Marriage of Figaro at the same time as K488, but the Piano 

Concerto represented a respite from the stresses of mounting a theatre production and was, in its way, a 

means of escape and providing variety. The finale of K488, the main movement under study, is very pianistic 

in its conception.

Another perspective on the concerto’s evolution is how Mozart drew on techniques from his piano chamber 

works and combined them with his mastery of symphonic form. Some of the solo passages from K488, for 

example, could often be transplanted into a simpler solo sonata and hold their own even without accompaniment. 

The orchestral writing, too, reflects the complexity of his later symphonies, with their:

 � increased role for the wind section.

 � subtle and perfectly balanced textures, particularly in the second movement.

 � surprising harmonic progressions.

 � longer melodic sentences and more complex phrasing.

The 27 piano concertos

When Mozart settled in Vienna in 1782, he had written 30 symphonies, 26 violin sonatas, 13 string quartets, 13 

piano sonatas and many operatic and vocal works. To date, he managed ‘only’ six piano concertos, despite 

the fact this was his main instrument and the concerto represented the main vehicle to dazzle potential patrons 

with his performing abilities.

And yet it was precisely because he was composing for himself at the keyboard that he was initially reticent 

to write things down, as an inveterate improviser. Why spend hours writing out a sonata when you could let it 

flow there and then, in the moment? He did not start committing his keyboard improvisations formally to paper 

until 1774.

VIENNA AND THE FORTEPIANO

Vienna in the 1780s had become Europe’s centre for music publishing, with more editors and publishing 

houses per street than any other capital. It therefore made sense to Mozart, newly married to Constanze Weber 

and with an expanded household to support, to increase the income stream from publications. The piano 

concerto also represented a quick and natural way both to increase his profile in a city already crammed with 

musical stars, and to generate new interest from publishers and patrons. He wrote no fewer than 15 concertos 

between 1782 and 1786.

Another motivation came from Vienna’s pre-eminence in building fortepianos. From the start, Mozart had the 

fortepiano rather than the harpsichord in mind for his keyboard concertos. He favoured the Viennese piano-

builder Stein, who he felt produced instruments with deeper tone and a more even action. He particularly liked 

the escapement mechanism of Stein’s instruments, meaning they were more efficient in dampening the tone 

and creating that transparency we associate with Mozart’s sound.

PERIOD STYLE AND MOZART VERSUS THE ‘MECHANICUS’

For many of his earlier piano concertos, Mozart marks the keyboard part as ‘cembalo’, a throwback to Baroque 

terminology, as well as marking (or implicitly expecting) the soloist to play along with the orchestral tutti sections 

at the keys in a basso continuo role. Sometimes, in the earlier concertos, he would add figured bass to help 

the soloist fill out the harmonies, although he would have done everything by ear. However, some academics 

now believe this continuo role was only required when a wind section could not be found and the string sound 

needed to be thickened.
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The orchestras of Mozart’s day would have fluctuated in number from court to court, and depending on 

availability. If the string section was numerous and they risked overpowering the fortepiano sound when 

accompanying, then the practice was for them to drop just to the first desk, or even just a quartet – ‘a quattro’, 

as Mozart put it.

For K488, Mozart also allowed for a violin or viola to replace the clarinet line should the instrument still be too 

much of a novelty. (More on those clarinets later!)

MOZART AT THE KEYBOARD

As far as his own preferences and style on the keyboard as a performer, Mozart was noted less for his technical 

brilliance and more for the quality and beauty of his sound. He prized tone over mere speed and was critical 

of those virtuosos who travelled to the city just to impress with their flashy dexterity. Clementi typified that kind 

of player for Mozart, someone for whom technical mastery was the ultimate goal. In a letter, he writes that 

Clementi:

‘… has not a farthing’s worth of taste or feeling; he is a mere mechanicus.’

By contrast, an early biographer of Mozart, Niemetschek, describes the composer’s playing as follows:

‘His feeling and delicacy, and beautiful expression were the attractions of his playing, which together 

with his abundant ideas… must have enthralled the listener.’

Those qualities – the delicacy, expression and abundance of ideas – are particularly worth holding in mind 

when appraising K488. The solo part is often described as technically undemanding, but this apparent 

simplicity gives space for the clarity of expression and depth of tone that Mozart held so dear.

The three concertos of 1786

Mozart brought out three new concertos in the winter of 1786, sending them for the attention of Prince 

Fürstenberg of Donaueschingen with the assurance that they were:

‘… compositions that I keep for myself or for a small circle of music lovers and connoisseurs (who 

promise not to let them out of their hands).’

The exclusivity of the works was important to impress on the potential patron, given how rife plagiarism was, 

not just in Vienna but throughout Europe. Mozart also specifies that the writing was not only for amateurs 

(‘Liebhaber’), as was the designation for most of his other solo piano works, but also for connoisseurs (‘Kenner’) 

as well. The Prince needed to know he was in possession of not just the genuine article but also works of a 

particularly refined quality.

Mozart may well have hoped for the Prince to commission more works on that basis. Sadly, he did not, and 

Mozart was only to write two more piano concertos before his early death. He did, however, manage to perform 

the three 1786 works at the Lenten subscription concerts in the city that year.

PERIOD STYLE COMPARISON

On this playlist you will find three recordings of the Adagio from Piano Concerto No. 23, two on 
fortepianos and one on a modern grand. The opening solo statement makes for good comparison. 
Listen for how the choice of instrument affects:

 � the tempo.

 � the length and flow of phrasing.

 � the articulation, in particular the left-hand accompaniment.

 � the general mood and eloquence of the solo.

 � the tuning and intonation.

https://open.spotify.com/user/jonpjames/playlist/6ksS3RaTUatNrYkiTHbj0i?si=TwE7UY0xRXCMiBcQnSMgcQ
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The three concertos seem to compliment each other as a set:

 � K482 in E flat (three flats)

 � K488 in A (three sharps and the first to use F sharp minor)

 � K491 in C minor (the relative minor of E flat)

The A major and C minor concertos in particular seemed to be in direct contrast to each other, as if conceived 

as an antithetical pairing. This was a feature of Beethoven’s writing, too – consider the tragic power of his Third 

Piano Concerto in C minor compared to the serene intimacy of the G major Fourth Concerto that followed.

LOOKING DEEPER AT MOZART’S PIANO 
CONCERTO NO. 23
Of the three concertos above, K488 stands out in particular for its orchestration, the power of its slow movement, 

and the sheer number of new ideas in the finale. The choice of A major in itself was unusual, and links it to 

the moods explored in the later Clarinet Quintet, also in A. The biographer Alfred Einstein refers to Mozart’s 

exploitation of the key as ‘having the transparency of a stained-glass window’, full of subtle colours.

One such colour is the relative minor, F sharp minor, which Mozart had not properly ventured into until the slow 

movement of this Concerto. Its darkness contrasts well against the D major and G major episodes that act as 

sudden shafts of sunlight in the movement.

Another important colour comes through the choice of orchestration. There is only one flute and, instead of 

oboes, a pair of softer-voiced clarinets. This, combined with the lack of trumpets and timpani, lends a more 

subdued quality to the overall palette, like painting with purples, hushed greens and blues. The clarinet makes 

for the perfect partner to the melancholy of the piano in the slow movement, to the extent that you wonder 

whether the tone of this pivotal movement governed the instrumental choice for the rest of the work.

Unlike Haydn, who enjoyed exploring new forms and structures, Mozart was happy to innovate within traditional 

designs and expectations. The Concerto is in the standard three movements and follows formal norms:

 � 1 Allegro in sonata form

 � 2 Adagio (later published as an Andante) in ternary form, in the style of a Siciliano

 � 3 Presto in sonata-rondo form, ABACABA

Unusually, Mozart wrote out the cadenza for the first movement, perhaps for a pupil to follow. It is relatively 

short and straightforward, following the emphasis of the whole work on tone and restraint.

The first two movements: overview

1 ALLEGRO

The first movement, as so often in Mozart, exemplifies symmetry and balance. The first subject emphasises 

3rds and triadic movement, whereas the second (bar 31) is shaped by conjunct, chromatic movement. The 

solo writing foregrounds a fluid right hand with few chords, with the left mainly in accompanimental mode.

There is, however, a surprise in store. Instead of developing these first two ideas, a third idea (bar 144) is 

introduced in the strings as the exposition comes to a close, and this new idea becomes the main font of 

inspiration. It’s a trick borrowed from Haydn, who often allowed closing material from the exposition to flow into 

the development. If you look more closely at this third idea in the Mozart Concerto, however, you can see family 

traits with earlier ideas: the prominent falling 3rds and the dotted rhythm in particular.

The development gives a great example of a sequence over a cycle of 5ths (bars 171-179), with a perfectly 

judged duet between flute and clarinet, the bassoon commenting below and a river a semiquavers in the 

piano. Everything is in its perfect place, and it is in an example of Mozart’s imaginative use of texture. The 

suspensions in the wind duet make for harmonic interest, as does the Neapolitan chord in bar 178. Mozart 

uses Neapolitan harmony (building chords on the flattened supertonic) quite frequently in this concerto to add 

colour to the cadence.

Mozart loved 
clarinets, 
calling them the 
‘most lordly’ of 
instruments.
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2 ADAGIO (OR ANDANTE, IN LATER SCORES)

You can see why publishers over-wrote Mozart’s manuscript marking of ‘Adagio’ in this movement, marking 

it up to Andante. The lilting movement of 6/8 and the grace of the Siciliano dance suggest a more flowing 

pulse. Whatever the eventual tempo, this movement is exquisite, expressing so much in its mere 98 bars. 

The students will benefit from experiencing how the melancholy and darkness of this Adagio act as a perfect 

counterfoil to the bright and breezy Presto.

The rich harmonies and texture of bars 16-19 – and whenever this languishing phrase reoccurs – mark this 

movement out. They hark back to the ‘Empfindsamer’ style of CPE Bach, as well as presaging more Romantic 

sensibilities. The clarinet’s sombre colour in the middle of the wind section helps darken the cloud. The major-

minor inflections that follow in the piano’s response are equally telling. Just when you think a corner has been 

turned back into A major, the music pivots back into the minor.

The B section in the major could not be more contrasting. The siciliano dotted rhythm is replaced by flowing 

semiquavers and everything suggests stability.

Returning to F sharp minor again, there is a passage of sheer Mozartian genius to highlight, from bars 76-84. 

The piano ornaments this second idea in the most lyrical way, combined with both suspended and diminished 

harmonies held in the wind. On closer inspection, everybody is in dialogue or connected with each other. 

These are the most anguished, most expressive eight bars of the whole work.

Quick exercises on the opening piano statement:

1. Get a student to sightread just the first four bars. The rhythm is more involved and complex than 
they might think.

2. Get students to raise their hand each time there is a passing note.

3. Note the expressive, large intervals in the melody.

4. Spot the Neapolitan chord in bars 9-10.
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ANALYSIS OF THE FINALE

This is a long final movement by Mozart’s standards, and with its continual flow of ideas it makes for a challenge 

to navigate. Students might easily get lost in the rabbit warren of melodic ideas, and so establishing the main 

signposts of the sonata-rondo is an important first step in orientating them through the movement.

Sonata-rondo form was a fusion of two organisational principles and became a popular way of rounding off 

a work in the late 18th century. The rondo element ensured you had a recurring idea that the audience could 

enjoy spotting and whistling on the way home. The sonata approach meant you could be more flexible and 

elaborate, developing ideas and treating one of the episodes as a second subject. With the opportunity for 

more development in this way, the finale was able counterbalance the first movement more convincingly, 

making the overall concerto less top-heavy.

The following table provides one way through the rabbit warren, with the acknowledgement there are several 

routes through. The overall schema is ABACABA, where the B section acts as a second subject group and C 

as a development section of sorts, although ideas are constantly being varied.

Bar numbers Section Key centre Features

1-8 A1 A major Simple opening statement on the piano, moving through 
chords I, IV and V. Notice the joyful octave leaps and the 
flowing Alberti bass.

9-16 A1 A major Orchestral counterstatement, homophonic with pulsing 
bassline.

17-40 A1 second half A major Close, dancing dialogue in the strings is responded to by 
a more choral setting of the clarinet and bassoon. Nimble 
bassoon playing required in bars 28-31. Dialogue principle 
is continued bars 40-52.

52-61 A1 closing 
material

A major Note the typical cadential progression here: iii-vi-ii-V-I.

62-76 A2 A major Again, the solo piano leads the way, before sharing the 
material with the clarinet and horn.

77-105 A2 Modulating to 
E major

The idea is extended with ascending scales in the piano 
over pedal notes in the strings. Secondary dominant (B) 
pedal sets up the modulation to the dominant, with some 
wonderful suspensions along the way (bars 90-97).

106-128 B1 E minor The lurch into E minor is sudden, with the pairing of flute 
and bassoon giving a barer sound. Mozart passes through 
the flattened 6th (C major) for surprise bursts of warmth 
before taking us back home (via chromatic shift down to B, 
the dominant).

129-175 B2 E major The pivot back into E major is equally as sudden. The 
soloist’s left hand has more interest here. Notice how 
sparse the orchestral scoring is, following the line of the 
soloist. Bars 150-175 are a repeat of this section, with 
variation, the soloist’s right hand now taking the limelight.

176-202 B3 E major Because of the horn tonic pedal, this shanty-like idea feels 
like closing material. With a little light dialogue in bars 194-
202 with the wind, the soloist gracefully leads us back 
home to A major.

202-229 A1 modified A major 
modulating to 
F sharp minor

This reprise starts off innocently enough on the piano 
before the orchestra leads us surreptitiously up, semitone 
by semitone, from A to C sharp in preparation for the 
relative minor (F sharp minor).

230-261 C1 F sharp minor The piano idea surges with arpeggios, while the response 
from the wind seems to plead for calm, the horn again 
acting as a stabilising force. This conversation is repeated, 
this time with the wind ‘winning’, in that they lead to a 
calmer episode in D major.
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Bar numbers Section Key centre Features

262-312 C2 D major, 
modulating via 
dominant (E) 
back to A major

The clarinets take the lead with the piano accompanying, 
then the piano assumes the idea over a string 
accompaniment. The writing is chamber, avoiding tutti 
statements. Bar 297 brings in a Neapolitan chord of F 
major, chromatically slipping down to E major. Bars 304-311 
have the quality of a solo cadenza, with the soloist leading 
us back to the home key of A major.

312-329 A2 A major/minor This brief reminder of the earlier A2 episode is soon 
destabilised by going into the minor. It is as if you are 
examining the same object in both the light and the dark.

330-362 B1 Various This is the most ingenious episode in terms of harmony, 
where the most development takes place. The pattern of 
going from major into the minor is continued, before the last 
gesture of a rising 5th is subjected to argument between 
soloist and wind. Here the material winds through B flat 
major and minor, F and C7 back, eventually, to A (359).

363-411 B2 A major This episode is basically identical to before, just transposed 
to the home key with some slight variation in the scoring.

412-440 B3 A major The ‘shanty’ tune again, as expected, also in the home key.

441-479 A1 A major The first subject in all its glory.

480-end B3/A2 A major This coda combines the closing ideas from first the B 
section (that shanty again), then the A, with its playful 
three-note ideas tossed between soloist and orchestra.

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER LISTENING

With its fecundity of ideas, sleight-of-hand harmonic shifts and subtle orchestration, this finale wears its 

complexity lightly. It has an ‘opera buffa’ quality to it, its cheerful busyness perhaps reminding us of the world 

of The Marriage of Figaro, composed in the same year. The impression on first hearing is of an improviser 

playing around with ideas, but as the above analysis shows, this belies a well-articulated structure. Mozart’s 

skill is to take us around the course of his music in such an inventive way that it seems fresh and unpredictable 

despite the underlying design.

Referring to its role within the Concerto as a whole, biographer Alfred Einstein summarises the finale as a 

‘breath of fresh air and a ray of sunlight in a dark and musty room’. Whether you would agree in characterising 

the Adagio as ‘musty’, the finale certainly has a momentum and thrust that is exhilarating.

With this and his remaining four piano concertos, Nos 24 to 27, Mozart became the leading exponent of the 

genre in his day. The concertos that he had emulated in his youth, those of Georg Wagenseil and Johann 

Christian Bach, seem to belong to different world. Haydn’s ten piano concertos, too, are not in the same league 

of complexity, nor do they carry the same expressive range.

Beethoven was at a concert of Mozart’s Piano concerto No. 24 in C minor with his friend, Johann Baptist 

Cramer, and apparently stood motionless, lost in thought, before admitting, ‘Ah, Cramer! We will never be able 

to do anything like that!’

Beethoven, however, did extend Mozart’s legacy, in his way, and this would make the most logical forward 

comparison for any student. The first two of Beethoven’s piano concertos, in C and B flat major respectively, 

are his most Mozartian in mood and design, while also pointing to a grander concept and vision for the 

soloist. With piano-building evolving rapidly, Beethoven was able to exploit a wider range of colour from the 

instrument itself. He also was more meticulous in marking dynamic variations and the whole family of accents 

and articulation into the score. Mozart, you will have noticed, sicks to either p or f and leaves the rest up to 

common sense and the imagination.
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That said, the rondo finales of Beethoven’s first and second concertos (see playlist) make an interesting 

comparison to the finale of K488. They are more direct and dance-based, with fewer episodes and a more 

obvious recurring structure than Mozart’s sonata-rondo – a reminder that evolution need not always imply more 

complexity.

Another interesting comparison is between the opening movements of Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 24 in 

C minor and Beethoven’s Third Piano Concerto in the same key. Both open with bare octaves in the strings, 

and both seem to be brooding about the same dilemma. This is anxious, troubled music. For Beethoven, 

though, this Concerto marked a departure into a new ‘heroic’ style where the echoes of Mozart were to become 

more and more distant. He had stepped into a new world, rethinking form and the level of debate between 

soloist and orchestra.

Out of the other early Romantics, Mendelssohn emulates Mozart the most in formal design and the transparency 

of his orchestration, and even though his two piano concertos belong to a different aesthetic, the two composers 

seem to share a similar temperament, particularly in their slow movements (see playlist).

Whatever legacy can be discerned from Mozart’s set of concertos, he belonged in a class of his own. His art 

lay in transcending the stock devices and formal constraints of the day and finding something deeply eloquent 

to say, making the complex often sound simple in the process. K488 is a fitting testimony to that eloquence 

and elegance.

https://open.spotify.com/user/jonpjames/playlist/6ksS3RaTUatNrYkiTHbj0i?si=kPjQcmZRRPegKRD-UgQA7Q

